REAP-2018
Documents to be carried at the time of reporting
At the time of reporting in the allotted institute candidates will have to show all
original documents certificates and receipt of registration cum application form fees
along with provisional seat allotment letter generated by REAP-2018 web portal. The
candidate is also required to deposit two self-attested copies of all the documents. The
reporting of the candidate would not be accepted in absence of original Aadhar Card/
Aadhar acknowledgement receipt.
Candidates shall carry the following documents at the time of reporting to the allotted
institute:
1. Print out of Provisional seat allotment letter taken from the REAP-2018 web portal
using their login details. Candidate should paste their recent color photographs on
the Application cum Registration form with one additional colored photograph
with them.
2. Aadhar Card/ Aadhar Acknowledgement Receipt.
3. Valid JEE Mains-2018 (Paper-I) rank card (if applicable).
4. Class X (High School) Board Marksheet/Certificate as proof of date of birth.
5. Marksheet of Class 12th Science (for subjects) or equivalent.
6. Certificate of category (SC/ST/OBC/MBC), if applicable, issued by the competent
authority.
7. Undertaking by OBC/MBC in required format (for non-creamy layer), (if
applicable)
8. Certificate for Persons with Disabilities (PwD), (if applicable)
9. Certificate for Ex-Service Men, (if applicable)
10. Certificate for KM (if applicable)
11. Domicile certificate.
12. Income Certificate
13. Medical Fitness Certificate
14. Anti-Raging Undertaking by Student & Parents
15. Fee to be deposited at the Institute:
First Installment Rs. 30,000/Caution Money Rs 2500/Total Amt of Rs: 32500/- (Thirty Two Thousand Five Hundred)
The fees is deposited through NEFT/Cash in College Bank/D.D in favor of “ Principal
College of Engineering & Technology, Bikaner” Payable at Bikaner.
The out of Rajasthan candidates need to deposit fee and all original documents to the
reporting institute at the time of reporting.

